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Alta Vista adds UAV industry expert to management team.
Alta Vista Ventures (AVV-CSE) (the “Company”) announces that Mr. Mike McMillan has joined the Company as
Head of Business Development. Mr. McMillan is a well-respected entrepreneur in the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) sector and brings to Alta Vista a combined 15 years of experience in the mapping and UAV sectors.
Mr. McMillan has been involved in all aspects of the UAV sector – from surveying and mapping to the design and
manufacturing of UAV’s. He has helped create, distribute, and sell successful brands with over one million dollars
in retail sales.
Mr. McMillan has worked with clients in the environmental, construction, engineering, utilities, and public safety
markets. He has been contracted by the Ontario Provincial Police, the RCMP, Special Investigations Unit, The
Office of the Fire Marshal, and many of the local municipal public safety organizations as well as customers in the
construction and engineering market such as Ellis Don, PCL, 407 Partners, Hatch, Amec, Acuren, etc. In addition,
Mr. McMillan has years of experience working with federal, provincial, and municipal organizations including City
of Toronto, Halton Region, Ministry of Transportation, MetroLinx, Go Transit and many more.
Mr. McMillan is also active in the development of new technologies and is currently involved in testing solutions for
the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Trout Unlimited, and Ducks Unlimited and looking to expand on these
unique solutions into the mining sector.
“I am very excited about the potential for what Alta Vista is putting together. With the completion of the
acquisitions that Alta Vista is contemplating, I believe that I will be able to help the company grow in all sector’s and
help build Alta Vista’s various divisions that it will be creating”, stated Mr. McMillan.

About Alta Vista Ventures:
Alta Vista Ventures intends to enter the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) industry by purchasing a varied group of
established companies that will complement each other and, in turn, create a consortium of businesses that will cover
all aspects of the UAV industry.
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